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Andrew OrtonyThe Institute for the Learning SciencesNorthwestern Universityemail: ortony@ils.nwu.edufor identical emotional states. In addition to \having"and \expressing" their own emotions, agents also reasonabout, and have emotions in response to the emotions ofother agents.To date the A�ective Reasoner has been used primarilyto simulate the interpersonal interactions of taxi driverswith one another and with their passengers in an in-stantiation called TaxiWorld [Elliott and Ortony, 1992a].However, experiments can be and have been conductedin other simple areas of interpersonal relations includingthe one used in a story about a rookie quarterback dis-cussed later in this paper. In fact, all the A�ective Rea-soner requires is a domain in which emotions can arise,provided the domain can be represented using a discrete-event simulator.We consider reasoning about emotions to have both astrong-theory component, from emotion-inducing situa-tions to the emotions they engender, and a weak-theorycomponent, from emotions to actions. To represent thedi�erent characteristics of individual agents we accord-ingly break our rudimentary personality representationsinto two parts. The �rst of these, the interpretive person-ality , is used for determining whether some event, act, orobject is of concern with respect to the goals, standards,or preferences (hereafter GSPs) of some agent. Rule-based, strong-theory reasoning is used to tie interpreta-tions of situations to emotional states. The second part ofeach personality representation is the manifestative per-sonality component which is used for determining how anagent will act, or \feel," in response to these emotionalstates. This component contains a set of temperamenttraits which are dynamically activated so as to tune anagent's action tendency pro�le. Case-based, weak-theoryreasoning is used to reason back from observed actionsto an agent's emotional states. After a brief introductionto these two constructs, this paper focuses on how agentsform, and maintain, internal representations of the per-sonalities of other agents.To understand how the interpretive personality works,suppose a basketball player on a team misses a shot atthe buzzer in a game so that the team loses by one point.One observing agent might be unhappy that his team hadlost the game, whereas another observing agent, being afan of the victorious team, might be happy that her team



had won. This is an example of how the same situation(the missed shot at the buzzer) can be interpreted eitheras one of having achieved, or of having failed to achieve,a goal. There are other alternative or additional interpre-tations that might be made. For instance, an observingagent might have admiration for the player for making aheroic attempt to win the game, an example of mappingthe act into the perception of a principle being upheld,or an observing agent might simply be enthralled by thebeauty of the move to the basket, an example of mappingthe move into the perception of an appealing object, andso on.1One important aspect of the A�ective Reasoner's rep-resentation of agents' interpretive personalities is thatit treats them as modular data structures, representingthem as inheritance hierarchies of frames.2 Any leaf nodeframe (i.e., one of the frames used to match and interpretevents, acts, and objects in the world), and its inheritancepath, may be combined with any other leaf node frame,and its inheritance path, when forming an interpretivepersonality representation. As a consequence, multipleand even conicting interpretations of a situation mayarise for some agent. This not a limitation of our sys-tem, but rather a requirement of emotion representation.For example, we may see a woman sad over the deathof her favorite aunt, and yet relieved because she knowsthat her inheritance will be her �nancial salvation. So,the same situation can give rise to conicting emotionswhich, in turn, could even give rise to similar actions(people can cry from sadness or joy). To sum up, theinterpretive component of personality representations inthe A�ective Reasoner exploits the fact that individualshave di�erent goals, standards, and preferences (GSPs)by allowing these di�erent concerns to be the basis forinterpreting emotion-inducing situations.We turn now to a brief account of the manifestativepersonality component. Suppose that some agent is feel-ing proud about some admirable act she has performed.If she is a quiet type, she may simply manifest this emo-tion through a quiet somatic response (e.g., a feeling ofgeneral well-being). If she is verbally inclined, she mayexpress her pride through verbal communication with an-other agent (e.g., telling someone about how proud sheis). If she tends to be manipulative she may manifest herpride by attempting to modulate the emotions of others(e.g., seeking to have them admire her by calling atten-tion to her praiseworthy act). An agent in the A�ectiveReasoner can have many of these di�erent temperamenttraits active at the same time. Together these give theagent its idiosyncratic manifestative personality.There is at best only a loose mapping from emotionalstates to particular actions; few actions are unambigu-ously indicative of the emotions that initiated them. For1See [Ortony et al., 1988] for a full treatment of the emo-tion eliciting condition theory.2Actually this is an over-simpli�cation. The matching offrames against situations in the world also involves pattern-matching variables, a specialized uni�cation algorithm, pro-cedural attachment to the slots, and so forth.

example, people can smile because they are happy, be-cause they are gloating over the misfortune of an adver-sary, or because they are pretending not to be afraid. Inaddition people can express the same emotion in manydi�erent ways (e.g., frowning because they are angry andwant it to be known, or smiling because they are angryand do not want it to be known). Complicating this isthe fact that individuals have di�erent emotion expres-sion styles, and are a�ected by moods as well. Because ofsuch ambiguities we have chosen a case-based approachto reasoning in this portion of the emotion domain.People model one another's points of view. This en-ables them to both explain and predict the responses ofothers to situations, and to have emotions regarding thefortunes of those others. In the A�ective Reasoner thesepoints of view are captured in the two-part rudimentarypersonality representation just discussed. To model suchpoints of view, agents can maintain internal models ofboth the concern structures of other agents (i.e., their in-terpretive personalities), and their response action struc-tures (i.e., their manifestative personalities). A modelof the former allows the agent to make inferences aboutemotions other agents are likely to have in certain situ-ations. A model of the latter allows the agent to makeexplanatory inferences about antecedent emotions whenseeing other agents acting in a certain way. These twoaspects of capturing and maintaining knowledge aboutother agents are discussed in the next two sections.Representing the Concerns of OthersFor an agent to understand how another agent is likelyto construe a situation, he or she must see that situa-tion from the other agent's point of view. Because inthe A�ective Reasoner an agent's interpretations of theworld are derived from its GSP database it follows that anobserving agent must also have some internal represen-tation of the observed agent's GSPs. This knowledge iscaptured in data structures known as Concerns-of-Other(COO) databases. They are, essentially, imperfect copiesof other agents' GSPs, and represent their concerns asmodeled by the observing agent.Thus, in addition to the GSP database representingan agent's own concerns, a COO database can be main-tained for each other agent the observing agent is model-ing. Using the same machinery that causes emotions tobe generated by the system for some agent when a situ-ation is �ltered through that agent's interpretive person-ality (i.e., its own GSP database) that agent may instead�lter the situation through the internally modeled inter-pretive personality of the observed agent (i.e., its COOrepresentation for that other agent) to see the situationfrom the other agent's (supposed) point of view.A perfect COO representation, of course, would be anexact duplicate of the observed agent's GSP database,and would always lead to the same interpretations thatthe observed agent has. However, because as discussedabove, GSPs are built out of interpretation modules(i.e., frames), partial COOs can be created incrementally.Even though they are imperfect, these partial represen-



tations are useful because they allow the observing agentto interpret at least some situations correctly. For exam-ple, Harry might know that Sarah is a passionate Cubsfan, and that if the Cubs lose she will be upset, and yetnot know more about her. Still, if the Cubs do lose,and Sarah is jumping up and down, then Harry probablyknows why.Because the A�ective Reasoner was developed as a gen-eral research platform, several options are available withrespect to the establishment of COO databases. Theymay be constructed at start-up time as part of the ini-tial composition of agents, or they may be learned asthe simulation proceeds and as agents come into contactwith one another. In the former case a number of di�-culties are avoided, such as having to work out the de-tails of when agents are permitted to observe each other.In the latter case, many useful knowledge acquisition is-sues can be studied. For example, if the system is tobe used to store knowledge about interesting agents andto study emotions that arise when they interact, thenthe domain-analysis investment required for setting upthe COO learning process will have little return. Onthe other hand, if one is studying user-modeling froman emotion perspective, such a component could be veryuseful.Collecting Construal Frames for COOsWhen the A�ective Reasoner is set up so that agentslearn about one another's concerns through interactions,COOs are built up incrementally by locating and incor-porating construal frames that seem to explain anotheragent's emotional states in response to observed situa-tions. For example, when Harry sees that Sarah is al-ways unhappy when the Cubs lose he might infer thatSarah construes some aspect of this situation as blockingone or more of her goals. Harry might then try to deter-mine exactly which goals are involved: is Sarah a Cubsfan, or has she just been betting on them to win? Inthe following algorithm, which describes this process, weassume that the observing agent has already discoveredthe emotion(s) present in the other agent.3 The observ-ing agent now attempts to explain that emotion in termsof the eliciting situation, and possible construals of thatsituation. To do this the observing agent �rst consultsits COO for the observed agent, and then, if necessary,a set of databases containing alternate construal frames(see Defaults). Here is the algorithm for incrementallybuilding COO representations:1. Locate the Concerns-of-Other representation (COO)for the observed agent. If one does not exist or it doesnot contain an interpretation for this type of elicitingsituation4 then go to 5,3Obviously, to make inferences about why an agent is insome emotional state we must �rst know what that state is.Because of space limitations our approach to this will only bediscussed briey in a later section.4All eliciting situations are typed. Construal frames whichinterpret them have the same type.

2. Filter the situation through the COO, producing anemotion. If this emotion is the same as the emotionthat actually was present in the observed agent thenthe COO has probably given a correct interpretationof the eliciting situation so go to 8,3. Because the interpretation produced by the COO isincorrect (i.e., the emotion based on the COO's inter-pretation of the eliciting situation does not match theemotion known to be present in the agent whose con-cerns it is supposed to represent) the construal frameused to make the interpretation should not be part ofthe concern structure for the agent. Remove it fromthe COO,4. Mark the construal frame ineligible for this agent. El-igible frames are those frames that can produce inter-pretations for this type of situation. Ineligible framesare previously eligible frames which have been foundto produce incorrect interpretations,5. Search through the global (or default) database for thenext eligible interpretation of this situation,6. Evaluate the situation using the new interpretation asa �lter. If the resultant emotion is not the same thengo to 4,7. Add the construal frame to the COO,8. Generate an explanation based on the current con-strual frame.Once a COO has been established for some other agentit can be used for two purposes. First, it is now possi-ble for an observing agent to have emotions based on itsperceptions of the fortunes of the second agent. In theA�ective Reasoner this may come about if the agentsare in one of the following three (possibly only unidirec-tional) relationships: friendship, animosity , and empa-thetic unit.5 For example, if the observing agent knowsthat a second agent is a Cubs fan, then if they are friendsthe observing agent can feel sorry for the second agentwhen the Cubs lose. On the other hand, if they are adver-saries then the observing agent can gloat when the Cubslose. Lastly, should the bond between the two agents beso strong in some situation that the observing agent tem-porarily takes some of the second agent's concerns on asits own then an empathetic unit has been formed. Theobserving agent will temporarily suspend its own GSPdatabase, using its COO for the second agent to generatedirect emotions instead. Note that even in this case theobserving agent might actually be wrong about the im-port of a particular situation for the observed agent, sinceit is the observing agent's representation of the observedagent's concerns that is being used to generate emotions,not the actual GSPs of the observed agent. The second5These three relationships have a very speci�c meaninghere. Friendship means that an agent will tend to have simi-larly valenced emotions in response to the emotions of anotheragent. Animosity means that the emotions will tend to be op-positely valenced. Empathetic unit means that the particularsituation is seen \through the eyes" of the other agent, so thatthe emotions are experienced as the observing agent's own.



use of COOs is that once they are established it is pos-sible to explain, and sometimes predict, the emotionalresponses of other agents based on the eliciting conditionrules, as in the previously discussed case of Sarah theCubs fan, which opened this section.Satellite COOsAgents in the A�ective Reasoner may be set up to domore than model the simple, direct concerns of agentswhom they observe. The need for more complex internalmodels is illustrated by the following story, on which oneof our simulation runs was based.A rookie quarterback is, as usual, sitting on the benchduring a football game. His brother and a woman friendof his brother are in the stands. Suddenly the startingquarterback goes down with a knee injury. The womansmiles because she is happy for her friend who's brotherwill now be placed in the game.When reasoning about the emotions that arise in thissituation we must consider the following sets of concernsand relationships:1. The actual concerns of the rookie quarterback, i.e., hisGSPs. Implied in the story is that he will be pleasedabout achieving a getting-to-play goal.2. The supposed concerns of the rookie quarterback asrepresented by his brother (i.e., the COO represent-ing the brother's beliefs about the GSPs of the rookiequarterback).3. The relationship between the rookie quarterback andhis brother. Speci�cally the friendship relationship, oreven an empathetic unit relationship.4. The friendship relationship between the woman andthe brother.5. The supposed concerns of the brother as representedby the woman. This must include, recursively, her sup-posed supposed concerns of the brother for the quar-terback as well, and the supposed empathetic relation-ship between the brother and the quarterback. In otherwords, the woman must have a belief that the brotherwill believe that the rookie quarterback will be happyabout the starting quarterback's injury. Furthermore,she must believe that the relationship between thebrother and the rookie quarterback is such that a pos-itive outcome for the rookie quarterback maps to apositive outcome for the brother.Because the story gives no clues as to the emotionalstates of either the quarterback or his brother it shouldbe obvious that neither the actual concerns of the quar-terback nor those of his brother are necessary for under-standing the episode. To make this clear, consider thefollowing possible continuation to the story:...But the smile quickly fades when the brother says, \Ohno, I told him he shouldn't have drunk that case of beerat lunch."Clearly the woman's beliefs leading to emotional statesand action expressions of those states are not dependent

upon all of the actual facts. Similarly, even if her under-standing of the facts is correct, this still does not meanthat her emotions have to be in line with them. Considerthe following alternate continuation to the story,Instead of playing the rookie quarterback, however, thecoach puts in a third-string quarterback. The woman,who unbeknownst to the brother had consumed a case ofbeer with the rookie quarterback at lunch and was swornto secrecy about it, is relieved. The brother, however, feelsterrible for the rookie quarterback because he will not getto play. Consequently the brother is very unhappy. Thewoman is sorry to see him in this state.6In this case the woman knows that the brother's beliefsare incorrect, and she does not share them, but she stillis capable of having emotions based on the brother's for-tunes, which in turn are based on those incorrect beliefs.It can be seen then, that for observing agents to rep-resent the fortunes of another agent, to have emotionsregarding those fortunes, and to interpret their actionswith regard to those fortunes, the observing agents mustnot only be able to represent the concerns of the observedagents, but sometimes must also be able to model theobserved agents' own representations of the concerns ofthose important to them. In the A�ective Reasoner wecapture such knowledge in a second-level set of COOs,called satellite COOs. These are used in conjunctionwith a set of supposed relationships between the observedagents and those whom the satellite COOs are intendedto represent. For example, if Harry believes that Sarah isin relationships with both Joan and Eva, then Harry willmaintain a COO for Sarah and satellite COOs for Joanand Eva as seen through Sarah's eyes.The three distinct interpretive personality representa-tions used by the system are all structurally and func-tionally the same. It does not matter whether the rep-resentation is to be used as a system-level GSP or as anagent-level COO or satellite COO. The emotion machin-ery that is applied to GSPs for the generation of directemotions may also be applied to COOs used for the gen-eration of the fortunes-of-others emotions and to satelliteCOOs used for representing an agent's beliefs about an-other agent's beliefs.The process for making use of each of these GSP andCOO databases is also the same in all cases. The elicit-6Situations in which the feelings of the other agent are notin accord with the known facts, and yet where the observ-ing agent responds only to those feelings, are in fact not verycommon. In general this is because if the observing agentknows that the observed agent will soon �nd out the facts,the observing agent is much less likely to base his or her emo-tions on the temporary happiness or unhappiness of the otheragent. When this occurs it adds an element of secrecy, orof quirky twists of fate (e.g., someone dying before they �ndout) which in itself almost always complicates the situationand the resulting emotions. There seems to be some di�er-ence between the negatively and positively valenced emotionswith respect to this as well. One is more likely to be sad thata friend is temporarily unhappy because she misunderstandsa situation that will ultimately make her happy, than one isto be happy that a friend is temporarily happy because shemisunderstands a situation that will soon make her sad.



ing event, act, or object is �ltered through each respectiveGSP or COO database to produce an interpretation withrespect to the antecedents of emotions. In the direct case,the result is emotions that the system generates for theagent. In the once-removed case the result is an inter-pretation based on imagining what it is like for the otheragent (possibly incorrectly), which, when combined witha relationship, may yield a fortunes-of-other emotion inthe observing agent. In the twice-removed case, whencombined with beliefs about relationships, the interpre-tation may lead to a belief about the emotional state ofthe other agent, which in turn may also lead to fortunes-of-others emotions.DefaultsIn some cases little may be known about another agent.Nonetheless, one may feel sorry for a stranger, and onecertainly may wish to explain the actions of strangers.Thus we must give agents a mechanism by which theymay still reason about the emotions of other agents, evenif nothing speci�c is known about those agents.Because, for the purpose of generating emotions in theA�ective Reasoner, one GSP database is as good as an-other, and because even the component construal framesmay be mixed at will, we may use a system of defaultsfor reasoning under uncertainty. Two of these are ratherobvious. The �rst is a system-wide default GSP whichcorresponds to the knowledge source one might consultin addressing such questions as How might a typical agentinterpret this situation? The interpretations produced bythis default database are useful when producing explana-tions such asWhen someone is hit they get mad and Los-ing money increases distress. The next obvious defaultGSP is an agent's own GSP database, which correspondsto the knowledge source one consult's when asking Howwould I interpret and react to this situation? The result-ing emotional states can then be projected onto the otheragent.In addition to these two defaults, observing agents inthe A�ective Reasoner might also make use of an extantCOO for some third agent, provided that one exists andthat it is consistent with what has already been observedabout the new modeled agent. As long as this COO issuitable it remains in use. When the COOs diverge (i.e.,when one of the construal frames in the existing COO isfound to be incorrect for the new modeled agent) thena copy of the existing COO is made and the o�endingconstrual frame is removed. This becomes the currentrepresentation of the COO for the new agent. The use ofCOOs in this manner corresponds roughly to reasoningthat because Agent A seems just like Agent B, then as-sume they are alike in all ways until learning di�erently.Nor are we restricted to using only one COO whensearching for an explanation. For agents then, the or-der of precedence is as follows: (1) search through theCOO for the other agent to look for an interpretation ofsome eliciting situation; if there is none, or it is foundto be in error, then (2) search through a COO for someother agent that appears to be similar to this one, if one

exists; next, (3) search through the system default GSPdatabase to see how a typical agent would interpret thesituation; failing in this, then (4) search through one'sown GSP database to see how I might interpret this sit-uation, and lastly (5) search through the global shareddatabase of construal frames for all possible interpreta-tions of the situation.Representing the Action Tendencies ofOthersIn the A�ective Reasoner observing agents attempt tomake sense of the way observed agents respond to situ-ations that arise by using emotion-speci�c knowledge tolimit the search space. Something happens, this gives riseto an emotion, or set of emotions, and these in turn giverise to emotion-induced reactions. So far in this paper wehave discussed representations that agents keep of oth-ers' concerns. This knowledge may be used in two ways.First, reasoning backwards it may be used abductively toexplain how an agent sees the world. Second, once estab-lished for an agent, it may be used deductively to predictwhat emotions that agent may have in response to futuresituations. By contrast, in this section we discuss an al-ternate source of knowledge which allows agents to ob-serve features of a situation and some agent's response tothat situation (i.e., an emotion episode), and reason backto an emotion category using past cases. This roughlycorresponds to lines of thought such as Is the agent smil-ing? He is probably happy. Is he shaking his head? Hemay be reproachful .With respect to such reasoning the A�ective Reasonermay be run in three major modes, two of which will bediscussed here. In the �rst mode agents make use ofa heuristic classi�cation component based on the Pro-tos program developed by Bareiss [Bareiss, 1989]. Usingtheir own set of cases drawn from past experience, agentsmake determinations about which emotion is presentbased on the features in an eliciting situation and onthe observed agent's responses to that situation. In thismode agents are free to ask questions of the \teacher" (inthis case the user) to acquire knowledge about the rela-tionship of features to emotion categories. This knowl-edge includes such relationships as highly correlated, mu-tually exclusive, and so forth. For example, in this modean agent may decide that another agent who is shout-ing is expressing anger, because the present case remindsthe agent of a previous case of anger that had that fea-ture. Should there be additional features present that theagent does not understand, or if the classi�cation is madeincorrectly, then the agent, through Protos, asks for do-main knowledge from the teacher. Suppose for examplethat in addition to shouting, the observed agent was alsorepresented as shaking its �st in the air. In this case theobserving agent might ask for an explanation of how thisfeature relates to anger, and would then either updatethe present exemplar, and possibly the set of remindingsthat lead to its selection, or create an entirely new exem-plar if the new one is su�ciently di�erent from the oldone. In the second mode Protos is used only to make



classi�cations for agents using an existing case base. Noknowledge is acquired and the case base remains static.This mode is useful for running simulationswithout inputfrom the researcher, where the case bases have reached acertain level of maturity. As with COOs, case bases maybe established at start-up time as part of the initial com-position of agents, they may be acquired entirely as partof the current simulation, or they may be established atstart-up time and then enhanced as part of the currentsimulation.7In using this scheme for capturing weak-theory knowl-edge about the features of emotion episodes one mightwish to store cases for each other agent, just as onemaintains distinct COO representations for each otheragent. Such knowledge would be equivalent to know-ing that Tom shakes his �st when he gets angry, andHarry always wrings his hands when he gloats. We havenot taken this approach in the A�ective Reasoner. In-stead, each agent maintains a single case base. This isthe equivalent of having seen a case of anger before wherethe agent was shaking his �st. However, since the nameof the agent is counted among the features of an episodewhich may be recorded by Protos, it is nonetheless stillpossible to capture some agent-speci�c knowledge aboutthe expression of emotions through actions.ConclusionWe have described components of a system, the A�ectiveReasoner, in which a number of simulated agents, eachwith their own \personality" interact. These agents re-spond to situations in their world in emotionlike ways,but they also respond to what they take to be the emo-tions of others. We conclude with a brief discussion ofsome caveats pertaining to this work, particularly withrespect to relation between the \emotions" of our sim-ulated agents and emotions as we know and experiencethem as human beings.We do not claim that our simulated agents \have" or\feel" emotions. Such a claim would be uninterpretableat best and nonsense at worst. Human emotions are com-prised of interacting cognitive components, behavioralcomponents, physiological components, and phenomenalcomponents. The A�ective Reasoner only seeks to model(aspects) of the cognitive and behavioral components,and is best considered as an attempt to generate the in-gredients required to reason about emotions rather thanas an attempt to produce emotions. When we humansspeak of having or feeling emotions, we are implicitlyfocusing on the phenomenal and, perhaps therefore bynecessity, the physiological components. Human emo-tions are not cold cognitions leading to detached behav-iors, they are hot cognitions integrated with (sometimesdysfunctional) behaviors. It is their physiological andphenomenal qualities that give them their special \feel,"and we neither attempted to, nor even would know how7In the third mode, classi�cation of episodes is bypassedentirely, and observing agents are simply informed directly bythe system what emotion(s) the observed agent was experi-encing.

to begin to model these aspects of emotions. Rather, weconcentrated on the more manageable aspects, namelythe cognitive and behavioral ones. Human emotions arenot randomly related to how people perceive their world.There is some order, and the A�ective Reasoner seeksto capture some of that order by embodying a strongtheory of the relation between construed situations andemotions. Similarly, whereas the linkage between humanemotions and actions may be somewhat weak, still, therelation is not arbitrary. The A�ective Reasoner incor-porates a weak theory of emotion-to-action relations inan e�ort that we claim to be little more than a �rst step.Thus, the a�ective Reasoner could be viewed as a sys-tem that attributes emotions to its agents by reasoning,rather than as a system in which emotions simply arisein agents. In this paper, we have focussed on this reason-ing process at one level of embedding in that we have de-scribed what emotions the system attributes to its agentswhen they are interpreting the situated behaviors of oth-ers as being emotion-induced.Trying to build systems that understand anything atall about emotions is not easy. In order to prevent thesystem from becoming unmanageable, consideration ofmany important aspects of emotions and emotion-relatedbehavior had to be postponed. The most obvious ofthese is the omission of considerations of emotion in-tensity which, in future e�orts, is likely to be handledusing qualitative reasoning techniques. In fact, as expe-riencers and observers of human emotions we frequentlyuse intensity-relevant inferences to predict and explainbehaviors. For example, given knowledge about particu-lar individuals and their emotional \styles" we can inferwhether or not they will react with intense or mild emo-tions in particular types of situations. We can make sim-ilar inferences about emotion-induced behaviors becausewe know that generally speaking, mild emotions do notgive rise to extreme behaviors, and so on. We hope toaddress these and other limitations in future work on thisproject. References[Bareiss, 1989] Ray Bareiss. Exemplar-Based Knowledge Ac-quisition, A Uni�ed Approach to Concept Representation,Classi�cation, and Learning. Academic Press, Inc., 1989.[Elliott and Ortony, 1992a] Clark Elliott and AndrewOrtony. The a�ective reasoner: Modeling emotions in amulti-agent system. Unpublished Manuscript, April 1992.[Elliott and Ortony, 1992b] Clark El-liott and Andrew Ortony. Point of view: Reasoning aboutthe concerns of others. In Proceedings of the FourteenthAnnual Conference of the Cognitive Science Society, pages809{814, Bloomington, IN, August 1992. Cognitive ScienceSociety. THIS PAPER.[Elliott, 1992] Clark Elliott. The A�ective Reasoner: A Pro-cess Model of Emotions in a Multi-agent System. PhD the-sis, Northwestern University, May 1992. The Institute forthe Learning Sciences, Technical Report No. 32.[Ortony et al., 1988] Andrew Ortony, Gerald L. Clore, andAllan Collins. The Cognitive Structure of Emotions. Cam-bridge University Press, 1988.


